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4Videosoft Blu-ray to Apple
Device Copy is a fantastic and
well-designed Blu-ray to Apple
Device Copy software. It can
copy the disc video to Apple
iPhone, iPad, iPod with
4K/HD/SD video quality. It
also can directly convert Blu-
ray to Apple Device and
backup/transfering the video to
Apple Device. 4Videosoft Blu-
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ray Copy is a fantastic and well-
designed Blu-ray Copier. It can
copy the disc video to Apple
iPhone, iPad, iPod with HD/SD
video quality. It also can
directly convert Blu-ray to
Apple Device and
backup/transfering the video to
Apple Device. 4Videosoft
Video to Mobile Phone
Converter is one of the best and
wonderful video to mobile
phone converters, which can
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help you to convert almost all
video formats to almost all
mobile phones like Android,
Blackberry and other mobiles
by step-by-step wizard. What's
more, this tool also can let you
to convert them into SD/HD
video for easy use. 4Videosoft
Apple to Mobile Phone
Converter is one of the best and
wonderful video to mobile
phone converters, which can
help you to convert almost all
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video formats to almost all
mobile phones like Android,
Blackberry and other mobiles
by step-by-step wizard. What's
more, this tool also can let you
to convert them into SD/HD
video for easy use. 4Videosoft
Mobile Phone to DivX
Converter is an excellent
mobile phone to DivX
Converter, which can helps you
to convert almost all video
formats to DivX video for easy
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use. It has the ability to convert
DivX video to iPod, iPhone,
Zune, PSP, Xbox, Mobile
phone, etc. with fast speed and
better quality. 4Videosoft Mpeg
to DivX Converter is an
excellent and wonderful
software for converting Mpeg
to DivX with fast speed and
better quality. With this
converter, you can not only
converting mpeg video to DivX
video in batch but also can
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convert mpeg video to DivX
one by one conveniently.
4Videosoft Video to iPod
Converter is an excellent and
wonderful software for
converting almost all video
formats to iPod video with fast
speed and better quality. With
this converter, you can convert
almost all video formats to iPod
video in batch but also can
convert almost all video
formats to iPod video one by
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one conveniently. 4Videosoft

4Videosoft PDF To Text Converter Full Version

4Videosoft PDF to Text
Converter is an application that
allows you to extract the text
from your PDFs and to export
it to txt files with only a few
mouse clicks.Intuitive looksThe
software has been designed
with an easy-to-use interface
that provides you with fast
access to all of its functions.
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Courtesy of its straightforward
looks, the program is suitable
for you even if you are a
computer beginner. Batch
processing featuresThe
software allows you to work
with multiple Portable
Document Format (PDF) files
at the same time. All of the
selected PDFs are displayed in
a list on the program's
interface, which allows you to
manage them quickly.
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Customize the output filesThe
software includes OCR
capabilities and allows you to
modify various text recognition
settings to receive the
experience you desire. The tool
includes support for three
different PCR modes, namely
Accuracy, Balanced, and
Speed.The utility includes
support for a large number of
languages, allowing you to take
advantage of its OCR
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capabilities even if the original
PDF is not in English.
Moreover, you can switch
between local and UTF8
encoding options, in addition to
being able to select only
specific pages to be converted
to text.A fast programEven
when loading multiple PDFs at
the same, the program can
prove quite fast. The tool is
snappy when it comes to
extracting the text from PDFs
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and exporting it to txt files as
well.All in all, 4Videosoft PDF
to Text Converter is an
intuitive, snappy piece of
software for converting PDF
files to text. It is very easy-to-
use, offers OCR capabilities
and support for multiple
languages and does not require
advanced computer knowledge
to be operated successfully.
Videosoft PDF to Text is an
efficient tool that allows you to
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convert multiple Portable
Document Format (PDF) files
into plain text files at once.
Built with a swift interface and
a simple approach, the
application allows you to
process your PDF files
effortlessly. Intuitive looksThe
software has been designed
with an easy-to-use interface
that provides you with fast
access to all of its functions.
Courtesy of its straightforward
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looks, the program is suitable
for you even if you are a
computer beginner. Batch
processing featuresYou can use
this software to quickly process
multiple PDF files at once. The
application allows you to
manage your PDFs in a list on
its main window. There, you
can preview your PDFs directly
and add them to the conversion
queue at your convenience.
Moreover, you can preview all
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4Videosoft PDF To Text Converter 

A complete solution for PDF
text conversion Convert
thousands of PDFs to plain text
Extract and convert your PDFs
with just a few mouse clicks.
4Videosoft PDF to Text
Converter can automatically
extract text from PDFs, and
you can even use the software
to perform batch PDF text
conversion. Intuitive interface
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4Videosoft PDF to Text
Converter is designed to be
extremely user-friendly. Its
intuitive interface includes a
simple list view to view all of
the PDF files in your computer,
a panel to preview the currently
selected PDF files and a
preview window to show the
page selection map and the
extracted text. Simply drag and
drop the PDF files to the list,
and select a folder to add files
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to the list. Press "Convert" to
start the batch PDF text
conversion. Batch processing
4Videosoft PDF to Text
Converter can easily process
multiple PDFs at once. You can
also save time by setting the
PDF text extraction process.
Fast conversion speed
4Videosoft PDF to Text
Converter can convert your
PDF files fast and export the
generated plain text file as a txt
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file. It can also show you the
processing progress during the
batch processing. Adjustable
text extraction settings With
4Videosoft PDF to Text
Converter, you can customize
the settings of the text
extraction process. You can
customize it by selecting the
page to be extracted and the
language of the generated plain
text file. You can also change
the PCR method to match the
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speed, accuracy and recognition
options you desire. Convert
PDFs to text in batches You
can convert thousands of PDFs
to text in batches. 4Videosoft
PDF to Text Converter
supports batch conversion and
can even convert many PDFs at
the same time. Key features: 1.
Get Text from PDFs
4Videosoft PDF to Text
Converter is a powerful PDF
text conversion software that
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lets you easily extract text from
PDFs. It supports batch
processing. Convert all PDFs to
text at once for the extraction.
2. Preview PDFs Preview the
PDFs before conversion. 3.
Options 4Videosoft PDF to
Text Converter supports auto
scan and batch processing. You
can get text from PDFs in
batches. Select the page of the
PDF to be extracted and the
language of the generated text.
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4Videosoft PDF to Text
Converter key features:
Convert PDF to text fast Batch
processing Advanced text
recognition Preview PDFs
before

What's New in the?

4Videosoft PDF to Text
Converter is an application that
allows you to extract the text
from your PDFs and to export
it to txt files with only a few
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mouse clicks. Intuitive looks
The software has been designed
with an easy-to-use interface
that provides you with fast
access to all of its functions.
Courtesy of its straightforward
looks, the program is suitable
for you even if you are a
computer beginner. With the
help of this tool, you can
browse your computer to add
files to the conversion queue
effortlessly, directly from its
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main window. Moreover, you
can preview your PDF files
directly in the application, on
its right-side panel. Batch
processing features 4Videosoft
PDF to Text Converter allows
you to work with multiple
Portable Document Format
(PDF) files at the same time.
All of the selected PDFs are
displayed in a list on the
program's interface, which
allows you to manage them
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quickly. Customize the output
files The software includes
OCR capabilities and allows
you to modify various text
recognition settings to receive
the experience you desire. The
tool includes support for three
different PCR modes, namely
Accuracy, Balanced, and
Speed. The utility includes
support for a large number of
languages, allowing you to take
advantage of its OCR
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capabilities even if the original
PDF is not in English.
Moreover, you can switch
between local and UTF8
encoding options, in addition to
being able to select only
specific pages to be converted
to text. A fast program Even
when loading multiple PDFs at
the same, the program can
prove quite fast. The tool is
snappy when it comes to
extracting the text from PDFs
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and exporting it to txt files as
well. All in all, 4Videosoft PDF
to Text Converter is an
intuitive, snappy piece of
software for converting PDF
files to text. It is very easy-to-
use, offers OCR capabilities
and support for multiple
languages and does not require
advanced computer knowledge
to be operated successfully.
3.26 120.07 MB Deluxe book
formatting for the Mac OS
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Book Designer for Mac is a
great tool to create book covers
for all subjects and styles and to
format your book according to
the Mac OS structure. It works
quickly and offers a wide range
of features to help you create
professional-looking book
covers for your publications.
3.25 106.57 MB Microsoft
Access 2013 Introduction
Microsoft Access gives you the
ability to create
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System Requirements For 4Videosoft PDF To Text Converter:

•PC: Windows 8.1, Windows
10 •1GB RAM •21GB
available space •Internet access
(optional) •Gamepad (gamepad
not included) •Oculus Rift
Controls: •Touch the sides of
the screen to move the camera
•Touch the center of the screen
to move the camera •Tap the
screen to look around •Pull the
joysticks and trigger buttons to
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move the camera •Hold down
the trigger button to jump
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